GÜZELKENT ANATOLIAN HIGH SCHOOL
2013-2014 ACADEMIC YEAR 9TH CLASSES ENGLISH LESSON 1ST TERM 2ND WRITTEN EXAM

Answer Key
Writing name, class and number correctly: 1 point

A) READING SECTION
I) Read the text. Match headings
1–5 with paragraphs A–E
(5x2=10 pts)

II) Are the sentences true for home school students, students at
normal schools, or both? Write HS for “home school”, NS for
“normal school” or both. (6x2=12 pts)

A) 4

1) HS

B) 1

C) 5

D) 2

E) 3

2) Both

3) HS

4) NS

5) NS

6) NS

III) Put the following in the right order and write the story (11X1=11 pts)
1) f

2) b

3) h

4) k

5) i

6) j

7) a

8) g

9) d

10) c

11) e

B) GRAMMAR SECTION
IV) Read the text and complete with a suitable verb, word or phrase. (10x1=10 pts)
1) are

2) are

3) almost / nearly
sometimes / usually

4) has / has got

5) sister

6) have / have got
love / like

7) listening

8) it is / it's

9) can

10) their / McFlies's

V) Write questions for the answers (10x1=10 pts)
1) What time / When do you usually get up?

6) What kind of music does he/she like? ... do you like?

2) What does he have for breakfast?

7) How old is he?

3) How do you spell your name?

8) Have you got any money?

4) When does your school finish?

9) Do you want a sandwich?

5) Where does she sometimes go after school?

10) How many brothers or sisters have you got?

VI) Complete the sentences with
the correct form of do, play or go.
Use the present simple. (8x1=8 pts)

VII) Fill in the blanks with a(n),
some, any. (8x1=8 pts)

VIII) Replace each underlined
word with a subject or object
pronoun (16x0,5=8 pts)

1) does

4) go

7) do

1) some

4) an

7) a

1) he / it

5) she / them

2) go

5) play

8) goes

2) a

5) any

8) some

2) he / them

6) we / you

3) play

6) goes

3) some

6) any

3) we / them

7) it / her

4) it / her

8) they / you

IX) Correct the underlined mistakes. (8x1=8 pts)
1) are always
2) come
3) never goes out
4) I am hardly ever

5) is always
6) sometimes go
7) usually cooks
8) comes

XI) Complete the prepositions of place. (8x1=8 pts)
1) behind
2) under
3) near
4) between

5) in
6) on
7) opposite
8) in front of

X) Put the words in the correct order, using imperatives. (6x1=6 pts)
1) Tell your friends.
2) Join our club.
3) Visit our website.

4) Play basketball and get fit.
5) Come to our next meeting.
6) Talk about your favourite hobby.
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